
PROFESSIONAL ATHLETS DESERVE THE SALARIES THEY EARN

In today's society, the high salaries of professional athletes' are on the front page Not only is a lot of their time spent
practicing, they also have to make time for.

For example, almost all athletes suffer from injuries because of heavy training and physical competitions to
win the games. Some may argue that these athletes are being exploited by their schools, tv, and video games,
which make millions of dollars off of intercollegiate athletics. One player especially comes to mind when I
think of pressure situations and that special athlete is David Ortiz, who plays baseball for the Boston Red Sox.
These individuals usually view professional athletes in a negative aspect largely based on the amount of
publicity they receive through the media. As should all pro athletes because they can do your job way better
than you can do theirs. They have to deal with the constant scrutiny of the media and others. As you can see,
that is not a workout done by the average person that has nothing better to do. I think it is not logical to pay
them this much. LeBron James is one of the most popular athletes on earth. As the old saying goes, no pains
no gains. General Purpose: To Persuade. Take Tiger Woods for example, the sex scandals have severe adverse
impact on both his family and career. Whether it is getting the touchdown in football or diving for the ball in
baseball, athletes often times put their bodies on the line for the game. Most people argue that athletes do not
deserve the excessive sum of money they are paid while others feel that they do deserve that their high
salaries. Essay Topic: Football Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! The apparel companies
that sell the merchandise are also responsible for making these athletes become extraordinarily wealthy.
Summer time is almost over. This pay gap creates unnecessary tensions within sport teams and is unfair to
teammates who sacrifice just as much but for less money. Rest assured it does not cost that much to make
those clothes. They use their talents, great efforts and strong will to earn their own paycheck. Today every
country have a main or popular sport. Hence, they are worth high salaries. It is a business, just like lawyers,
salesmen, and companies.


